
ARISE Culture & People belongs to 
Grupo Nexe the Way of Change

We assist with the 
behavioral growth of 
individuals and 
organizations in 
conjunction with
their environment
imagining and designing 
transformational learning 
experiences that allow them to 
develop and maximize their full 
potential.

Somatics Leadership
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To align thoughts, 
actions and emotions

To improve the well-
being of body and mind

To generate sustainable 
relationships in people 

and teams

To develop an innovative 
spirit and a creative 

culture

To build inspiring 
leader-ship and an 

entrepreneurial attitude

We propose…

Aligning them empowers people with the consistency
needed to unleash their full potential

Balancing both leads to improvement in all other areas

Confidence promotes cooperation in a  
teamwork environment

New ways of thinking, to go one step beyond 
established patterns

We propose leading in order to contribute 
to the transformation of our environment

Our services are for...

People who have a deep desire to live life to the fullest.

People who work with others and who aspire to excellence in their work.

Groups that understand the value of combining wills.

Managers who realize that the art of leading is a responsibility, talent is the most valuable 
asset, and that the best results are achieved by working together.

Organizations based on sustainability as the engine of growth.



We are what we do, 
and we’re always doing 
something
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Strozzi
Institute
A Embodied
Leadership Approach
"We are what we do, and we’re always doing something”. Observing what we do is a good way to find out who 
we are. To what extent are our actions in line with our objectives, be they personal or professional? If we have the 
presence and impact we desire, the quality relationships we want or the well-being necessary, it’s because of the 
decisions we make and the actions we take. 

There is a historical “embodiment” recorded in our body’s “implicit memory” that determines our actions and our 
presence, and that’s where somatic work comes in. The somatic transformation entails precisely that, making new 
actions available so that we can carry them out, even under pressure.
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EMBODIED LEADERSHIP LEVEL ONE

Embodied Leadership Level One is a four-day 
course that lays down the foundations and 
considerations of somatic practice. It’s also the 
basic course and the gateway to any subsequent 
training you want to take at the Strozzi Institute. 

Being aware of what you do every day, and how you 
do it, is one of this course’s main contributions. The 
nature of what you do reveals your beliefs, your 
values and also your “conditioned tendencies”. 

What you do and how you do it turns into something 
that’s surprisingly revealing when you start to learn 
how to receive and give somatic assessments, and to 
observe yourself and your colleagues three-
dimensionally. 

The physical dimensions offer a deep insight when 
you discover the attributes associated with them and 
you explore them through dignity, connection and 
trajectory, with the intent of developing a focused 
leadership presence. 

Our goal in this course is to create leaders who are 
capable of embodying the virtues of authenticity, 
integrity, responsibility and confidence needed to 
take useful and creative actions, even under pressure.

Promises of this course include developing these 
skills. 

The leadership skills you’ll learn + practice include:

 Making + fulfilling on commitments 
 Delivering skillful assessments
 Declaring possibilities + actions 
 Fulfilling on declarations
 Being accountable + assisting others in their 

accountability

1 An Introduction to 
Somatic Transformation

2 Promises The skills you’ll learn and practice for optimizing 
human interaction include:

 Building trust
 Demonstrating authenticity + meaning
 Initiating + maintaining meaningful relationships
 Learning effective communication
 Building confidence + self-assurance
 Leading skillful transitions
 Learning how respond rather than react in chaos
 Skillful team participation
 Effective decision-making

Curriculum

 Managing + building strong teams
 Leading efficient meetings 
 Skillfully coordinating with others
 Develop resilience in yourself + others
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Embodied Leadership Level Two deepens the level 
of embodiment of the leadership skills and 
distinctions learned in Embodied Leadership Level 1, 
and brings in new practices. It is commonsense 
thinking that once you have done something, it is on 
to the next thing. However it is our experience that 
learning happens through recurrent practice over 
time related to our goals and plans for the future.

You will continue to deepen the practices of declaring 
a future, grounding assessments, and building on 
your leadership style and presence. In addition:

 Deeply explore the ways we are driven by our his-
tory when under pressure and how to shift those 
unwanted automatic reactions.

 Develop an awareness of social and environmental 
conditions , historical influences and embodied 
ways of being when working with others.

 Observe and take into account the whole person, 
allowing you to coordinate with others successfully 
to produce powerful results.

 You will practice taking a stand for what is 
important to you and for the fulfillment of your 
goals.

 Develop the skill of managing capacity and 
coordinating with others through making effective 
requests and declines.

 Understand the application of the powerful 
leaderships kill of insisting and quitting.

 Develop a deeply authentic quality of presence 
(bodywork).

1 Deepening into 
the path of leadership

Embodied
Leadership L.1

Curriculum

ICF continuing education credits

Embodied
Leadership L.2

EMBODIED LEADERSHIP LEVEL TWO

25,25 h:
4,75 h. de Competencias Claves.

20,50 h. de Recursos de Desarrollo.

20,75 h:
15,25 h. de Competencias Claves.
15,50 h. de Recursos de Desarrollo.

EMBODIED LEADERSHIP LEVEL ONE: 4-7 April 2019
EMBODIED LEADERSHIP LEVEL ONE: 3-6 October 2019
EMBODIED LEADERSHIP LEVEL TWO: 7-10 November 2019

Course schedule Thursday, Friday and Saturday will be from 9:00 a.m. to 
6:30 p.m. and Sunday from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m

1.915 € (VAT 21% not included)Registration
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